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ABSTRACT
Key-value stream aggregation is a common operation in distributed
systems, which requires intensive computation and network re-
sources. We propose a generic in-network aggregation service for
key-value streams, ASK, to accelerate the aggregation operations in
diverse distributed applications. ASK is a switch-host co-designed
system, where the programmable switch provides a best-effort ag-
gregation service, and the host runs a daemon to interact with
applications. ASK makes in-depth optimization tailored to traffic
characteristics, hardware restrictions, and network unreliable na-
tures: it vectorizes multiple key-value tuples’ aggregation of one
packet in one switch pipeline pass, which improves the per-host’s
goodput; it develops a lightweight reliability mechanism for key-
value stream’s asynchronous aggregation, which guarantees com-
putation correctness; it designs a hot-key agnostic prioritization
for key-skewed workloads, which improves the switch memory
utilization. We prototype ASK and use it to support Spark and
BytePS. The evaluation shows that ASK could accelerate pure key-
value aggregation tasks by up to 155 times and big data jobs by 3-5
times, and be backward compatible with existing INA-empowered
distributed training solutions with the same speedup.
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1 INTRODUCTION
Aggregating multiple key-value streams is an operation widely ex-
isting in various distributed systems, e.g., reduce() in Big Data [7, 29,
68],AllReduce() in Distributed Training [32, 47, 61, 67],MPI_Reduce()
in High-Performance Computing (HPC) [12, 46], SUM() in Data-
base [17, 48, 64], etc. The aggregation operation may require in-
tensive resources on computation, disk IO, and network [56, 69],
and could dominate numerous workloads’ overall performance. For
example, in distributed training, the gradient aggregation can take
up to 79% of the training time [61], and in the typical MapReduce
job, such as WordCount, the ReduceByKey() operation takes 94.67%
of the time [37]. In addition, Reduce-related collective functions
are the most significantly used and time-consuming operators in
hundreds of open-source HPC applications [46].

Among the many acceleration solutions for aggregation, a recent
communication and computation primitive — In-Network Aggre-
gation (INA) [47, 61] — has gained wide attention. It uses a pro-
grammable switch1 to aggregate multiple traversing streams into
one, which reduces the network traffic volume and consequently
accelerates the entire aggregation task. One class of INA solutions
has demonstrated the success in scenarios such as distributed train-
ing [47, 52, 61, 66, 67] and HPC [33]. In addition to these end-to-end
systems, another class of preliminary showcases [25, 60], as well as
our strawman solution (§2.2), demonstrates the switch’s capability
to perform key-value stream aggregation much faster than hosts.

However, distributed training-oriented INA solutions [32, 33,
47, 52, 61, 66] are not generally applicable to the key-value stream
aggregation scenarios (§2.1.1). By comparative analysis (§2.1), we
reveal that these solutions target a traffic pattern of value stream
aggregation (§2.1.2), which is a special case of key-value stream
aggregation. Value stream aggregation is synchronous aggregation,
whose design is simplified by its traffic pattern. In contrast, the
key-value aggregation has to be asynchronous aggregation (§2.1.3),
which fails all existing reliability mechanisms [32, 34, 38, 47, 49].
Alternatively, the class of key-value aggregation showcases [25, 60]
lacks system-wide considerations such as application interfacing,
correctness guarantee, and performance maximization, and can
hardly be practical to support numerous distributed applications.
With state of the art insofar, building an end-to-end system to provide
in-network key-value aggregation for distributed applications, as
well as advancing the end-to-end performance, have not received
attention.

1We use “switch” to denote programmable switch in the following text.
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In this paper, we propose a solution named ASK to provide cor-
rect and performant Aggregation Service for Key-value streams in
distributed systems. ASK is a general-purpose aggregation service
decoupled from specific applications, allowingmultiple applications
(instances) to multiplex it. ASK co-designs the switch and hosts,
where the host runs a dedicated service to exchange key-value data
with applications through inter-process communication, and the
switch performs a best-effort aggregation service for traversing key-
value streams between hosts (§3.1). To maximize the performance
gain without compromising the correctness, ASK makes in-depth
customization and optimization, tailored to the switch hardware re-
strictions, traffic characteristics, and the network unreliable natures.
In details, ASK overcomes three challenges (§2.3).

First, the system needs to vectorize one packet’s multi-tuple
aggregation in one switch pipeline pass to promote the system
goodput. However, the switch programmability and memory ac-
cess mode provided by Protocol Independent Switch Architecture
(PISA) [23] restrict the vectorization. ASK co-designs the switch
memory layout and host packetization to achieve the vectoriza-
tion and support variable-length keys in real-world workloads
(§3.2). Second, the system needs a reliability mechanism specif-
ically for asynchronous aggregation; but none of existing solutions
could function correctly, and vectorized packet aggregation further
complicates the switch states and logic. ASK carefully crafts the
host sliding-window scheme and the switch deduplication logic to
achieve reliability and correctness and additionally improves the
system scalability by reusing persistent connections in the host ser-
vice (§3.3). Third, the switch has to address keys to switch memory
in runtime. Still, the practical key-distribution-skewed workload
could lead to low utilization of switch memory when cold keys first
reserve the switch memory. ASK devises a shadow copy mechanism
to fetch the intermediate results from the switch periodically and
reset the switch memory, allowing hot keys a second chance to
reserve the switch memory (§3.4).

We prototypeASK and integrate it with Spark [68] and BytePS [39,
58]. Experiments on microbenchmark show that ASK can (1) im-
prove key-value aggregation throughput by up to 155 times with
the same CPU usage, (2) saturate the high-speed network at a line
rate of near 100Gbps, and (3) scale the total aggregation throughput
linearly with the number of the servers, up to 92.61Gbps×8 for eight
servers. Consider computation and communication together, ASK
can perform key-value aggregation at a higher speed than host-only
systems, e.g., speeding up big data jobs by up to 4.56 times while re-
ducing the CPU usage by 88.7%, and achieve the same acceleration
as INA-based training systems [47, 61] in distributed training.

In summary, the contributions of this paper are as follows:

• We build a general-purpose end-to-end system ASK to pro-
vide in-network key-value aggregation as a service to diverse
distributed applications.
• We vectorize the multi-key packet aggregation under switch
hardware restrictions to improve the network goodput, which
greatly boosts the overall performance of applications.
• We build a lightweight reliability mechanism specifically for
asynchronous aggregation, which guarantees the correctness
of aggregation computation.

{c,2} {a,2} {b,1} {c, 1}
src 1

{b,3} {d,1} {a,3}

src 2

{c,3} {a,5} {b,4} {d,1}dst

1 4 5 2

src 1

6 4 1 3

src 2

7 8 6 5dst

(b) Value stream aggregation(a) Key-value stream aggregation

Figure 1: Example of Aggregation Patterns.

• We agnostically prioritize hot-key aggregation, which im-
proves the switch memory utilization for key distribution
skewed workloads.
• We prototype ASK and make an extensive evaluation to
show that ASK supports diverse distributed applications and
accelerates system performance significantly.

2 BACKGROUND AND MOTIVATION
Key-value stream aggregation is asynchronous. Programmable
switches have the potential to accelerate the process, but the end-
to-end system design still faces several challenges.

2.1 Aggregation Patterns
2.1.1 Key-Value Stream Aggregation. Formally, a key-value stream
𝑓 (𝑚) is denoted as a sequence of key-value tuples,

𝑓 (𝑚) =< (𝑘 (𝑚)1 , 𝑣
(𝑚)
1 ), (𝑘 (𝑚)2 , 𝑣

(𝑚)
2 ), · · · , (𝑘 (𝑚)

𝐾𝑚
, 𝑣
(𝑚)
𝐾𝑚
) >, (1)

where𝐾𝑚 denotes the number of key-value tuples in the𝑚𝑡ℎ stream.
In multiple key-value stream aggregation (1 ≤ 𝑚 ≤ 𝑀), a key 𝑘 ′’s
value in the final result is denoted as

𝑣
′
←

∑︁𝑀

𝑚=1

∑︁𝐾𝑚

𝑖=1
𝑣
(𝑚)
𝑖

𝐼 (𝑘 (𝑚)
𝑖

= 𝑘
′
), (2)

where 𝐼 (𝑘 (𝑚)
𝑖

= 𝑘
′) is the identity function returning 1 if two keys

are equal and 0 otherwise. Figure 1(a) illustrates this aggregation
pattern. Many workloads, e.g., MapReduce [30], in Big Data [62, 68]
and Streaming Processing [15, 24, 45] follow this pattern.

2.1.2 Value Stream Aggregation. The value stream aggregation is
actually vector aggregation and can be viewed as a special case
of the key-value aggregation. Each value stream is denoted as an
ordered sequence of 𝐾 values

𝑓 (𝑚) =< 𝑣 (𝑚)1 , 𝑣
(𝑚)
2 , · · · , 𝑣 (𝑚)

𝐾
>, (3)

where the value index can be viewed as the key. After aggregating
𝑀 value streams, the value at index 𝑖 is

𝑣𝑖 ←
∑︁𝑀

𝑚=1
𝑣
(𝑚)
𝑖

. (4)

Figure 1(b) illustrates the aggregation pattern, in which the 𝑑𝑠𝑡
generates a new value from multiple values by value’s index in
the stream. The gradient [35] tensor aggregation in the distributed
training systems [47, 50, 61] is an typical example of value stream
aggregation. And the collective operations, e.g., AllReduce(), Re-
duce(), in HPC [12, 31, 52] also take this aggregation pattern.
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Figure 2: Protocol Independent Switch Architecture (PISA).

2.1.3 Synchronous v.s. Asynchronous INA.. INA [28, 47, 61, 66] has
shown the promising performance gain due to the recent advances
in programmable switches [4, 22, 23]. To perform INA, the switch
memory is organized as a pool of aggregators, which is the computa-
tion and storage unit. When key-value streams traverse the switch,
the switch assigns each key-value tuple to an aggregator by the key
using an addressing scheme, e.g., runtime random hashing [47] or
static linear allocation [61]. The aggregator performs the aggrega-
tion and consumes the packets. Upon aggregation completion, the
switch writes the aggregation result to a packet and sends it to the
destination host.

In value stream aggregation, all streams’ keys (indices) are lin-
ear, contiguous, and aligned, and all senders are synchronized to
send streams at the same pace. Thus, for each key, all its appear-
ances (across streams) at the switch are synchronized. The switch
can immediately know the aggregation completion, send the re-
sult to downstream, and release and reuse the aggregator; large
streams can circularly use the limited aggregators. We refer to this
aggregation pattern as synchronous aggregation.

In key-value stream aggregation, keys are unordered and unfore-
seeable (especially for real-time data streaming [15, 24, 45]), and
there is no synchronization among senders. Keys have to be dynam-
ically addressed to aggregators in runtime, and the switch has no
idea about a key’s last appearance as well as the key’s aggregation
completion. Thus, the switch cannot immediately send the result
to downstream, and release and reuse the aggregator; the excessive
keys in large streams have to fall back to hosts for processing.We re-
fer to this aggregation pattern as asynchronous aggregation. Notably,
we can forcibly adapt value streams to asynchronous aggregation,
but cannot adapt key-value streams to synchronous aggregation.

2.2 Promise of In-Network Key-Value
Aggregation

2.2.1 Potentials and Constraints of Programmable Switches. Pro-
grammable switches [5, 8, 18, 65] follow a PISA [23] architecture
(Figure 2). Compared with the traditional switch, the programmable
switch has ingress/egress pipelines to achieve the programmability
on packets. One pipeline consists of a sequence of match-action
stages, and each stage has circuits to run switch programs and mem-
ory (SRAM) to store states. The switch programs are user-defined
ones written in domain-specific languages such as P4 [22], which
can match packets on header fields and perform actions (e.g., arith-
metics) on packets and the stage states. In existing INA solutions,
the switch program writes values in packets to the switch memory
and performs the aggregation operation.

Programmable switches can run various switch programs at line
ratewithout affecting network functions (e.g., forwarding), typically

much faster than the network I/O speed on hosts. For example, the
total processing capacity of Intel𝑅 Tofino3𝑇𝑀 ASIC [4] can be up
to 25.6𝑇𝑏𝑝𝑠 (400Gbps×64 ports).

Programmable switches also have several constraints. (1) A
pipeline has very limited memory resources (~15MB SRAM), which
brings huge challenges for processing large streams. (2) The pro-
gramming model is constrained: the memory on stages is isolated,
and the program cannot use it as a uniform address space; a packet
can only traverse all stages of a pipeline sequentially in the runtime,
called one pass; memory can be declared as register arrays2 in the
program, but each register array can only perform one read and
one write in one pass. The limited programmability further causes
challenges to write correct and performant switch programs.

2.2.2 Strawman Solution. We present a strawman solution demon-
strating the performance gain of offloading key-value stream aggre-
gation to the switch. Since there is no end-to-end system designed
yet, we make three assumptions to simplify the design of the straw-
man solution.

(1) Each packet carries one key-value tuple. In value streams,
one packet can carry multiple values because the first value’s
index (key) can denote multiple contiguous values’ indices.
But in key-value streams, neighboring tuples cannot be rep-
resented by one key. And a switch memory register array
cannot process multiple tuples. Also, the key size is set to 4
bytes in concert with the switch memory register size.

(2) The network is reliable, and no packet loss occurs in the
experiment. Because asynchronous aggregation is a new pat-
tern not supported by existing systems, its specific reliability
mechanism is missing.

(3) All keys could fit into the switch memory. If not, the system
needs an addressing scheme to assign keys to aggregators,
which is still missing for asynchronous aggregation.

We set up the vanilla Spark [14] and the strawman solution on a
single machine to run WordCount [29] and measure the aggrega-
tion throughput, respectively. In the strawman solution, the host
sends each key-value tuple individually in a packet to the switch,
the switch addresses each key to an aggregator and merges tu-
ples, and the host finally fetches the result back. Other experiment
settings (e.g., key size) are in §5.2. Figure 3(a) and 3(b) show that
the in-network key-value aggregation outperforms the on-host
aggregation. With the same number of CPU cores (16 cores), the
maximum gain is up to 5 times; INA achieves line rate of 100Gbps
with 16 cores, but the vanilla Spark achieves the peak throughput
with 56 ones; even with all cores involved, the strawman solution’s
peak throughput is 3.4 times of the vanilla Spark. This experiment
demonstrates the promising prospect of the in-network key-value
aggregation, i.e., freeing up valuable CPU resources for complex
computations while gaining higher performance.

2.3 Challenges
The strawman solution demonstrates the promise of in-network
key-value aggregation, but the assumptions are not practical for

2A register acts as an aggregator in ASK, we use register and aggregator interchangeably
in the following text.
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Figure 3: Aggregated key-value tuples per-second (AKV/s) on a single machine.

real-world tasks. Assumption (1) does not exploit the network band-
width, assumption (2) could be violated in unreliable networks, and
assumption (3) may not hold for real-world traces. We relax these
assumptions and overcome three challenges to build a correct and
performant end-to-end system ASK. By exploiting the hardware
potentials (mainly the multi-key packet vectorization below) and
taking advantage of the traffic characteristics in practical workload,
ASK eventually achieves a performance boosting up to 155 times
compared with Spark (Figure 3(c)).
Vectorizemulti-key packet aggregationwith restricted switch
memory access mode. A key-value tuple could be small in size,
and a single-key packet would limit the network goodput. For
streams whose packets only have one key-value tuple in the pay-
load, even if the throughput reaches the line rate of 100Gbps, the
goodput would only be 9.76Gbps3. To improve the goodput, a packet
must carry multiple key-value tuples, called amulti-key packet. The
multi-key packet further requires the switch to vectorizemultiple tu-
ples’ aggregation within the packet’s one pass in the switch pipeline.
However, in a switch program, the hardware restricts the register
(aggregator) array to be read and written only once in one packet’s
pass, contradicting the need for vectorization.

ASK co-designs the switch memory layout, i.e., two-dimensional
aggregator arrays, and the host packet construction, i.e., flow space
partition, to achieve efficient multi-key packet vectorization. In
addition, ASK also devises coalesced key placement for variable-
length keys in real-world workloads. (§3.2)
Devise a reliability mechanism specifically for asynchronous
aggregation in unreliable networks. Applications expect the
computation results to be correct, i.e., each key-value tuple ag-
gregated exactly once. However, packet retransmission, common
in data center [20, 21], could cause a packet to be falsely aggre-
gated more than once. For asynchronous aggregation specifically,
none of the existing reliability mechanisms (TCP and existing INA)
could function correctly. In synchronous aggregation, e.g., ATP [47],
SwitchML [61], etc. [32, 52], each aggregator spares a 1-bit state
to record the appearance of a packet for deduplication. In asyn-
chronous aggregation, however, this method cannot be applied,
because a key’s last appearance in key-value streams is unforesee-
able, causing the state unbounded. To complicate matters further, a

3A packet has a 24-byte framing overhead [9], 54-byte Ethernet/IP/INA header [47, 52,
61], and a 4-byte key and 4-byte value payload.

vectorized multi-key packet can diverge in all tuples’ aggregation,
i.e., some aggregated but some not, and these partially-aggregated
packets require more complicated data structure and deduplication
logic in the switch.

ASK designs a fine-grained state to record “per-tuple” appearance
and co-designs the host sliding-window scheme and the switch
reliability mechanism with deduplication. ASK also leverages the
persistent connections in the host service to bound the state in the
switch, avoiding state explosion. (§3.3)
Agnostically prioritize hot keys in asynchronous aggrega-
tion. In asynchronous aggregation, the switch addresses keys to
aggregators in a First-Come-First-Serve (FCFS) scheme in the run-
time. But the key distribution in a real-world workload could be
skewed; an early cold key (less frequent) in the stream could occupy
an aggregator for the entire lifetime of its aggregation task, wast-
ing the aggregator’s opportunity to serve hot keys (more frequent).
Keys are unforeseeable, without providing a chance to pre-allocate
aggregators for hot keys.

ASK devises a shadow copy mechanism to agnostically prioritize
hot keys. The receiver periodically swaps the copy for aggregation,
guiding traffic to the new copy, and fetching and resetting the old
copy. Even if cold keys could occasionally preempt an aggregator
in one period, hot keys still have the chance (and are more likely)
to reseize aggregators back in the periodical swapping. (§3.4)

3 DESIGN
We design ASK to provide a correct and performant key-value ag-
gregation service for the application. On hosts, ASK runs a daemon
to exchange key-value data with applications through inter-process
communication and prepare packets; on switches, ASK aggregates
key-value tuples by keys in a best-effort manner (§3.1). The host
daemon packs multiple key-value tuples into a packet with careful
key addressing and placement to vectorize multi-tuple aggrega-
tion (§3.2). A lightweight, reliable transmission mechanism can
ensure that ASK can always provide correct aggregation results
even under unreliable network conditions (§3.3). ASK also provides
a key agnostic prioritization mechanism to prevent the cold key
from occupying the aggregator for the lifetime of the task, thereby
improving the aggregator utilization (§3.4). The description below
uses one switch as an example, but all the designs can be applied
to multiple switches.
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3.1 Architecture and Workflow
As shown in Figure 4, upon service booting, the switch initializes a
set of aggregators in its data plane. Due to the need for vectorization
(§3.2), the aggregator pool in ASK is organized as two-dimensional
aggregator array (AA), i.e., an array of AAs. The first dimension
accesses an AA, and the second one accesses an aggregator. All
AAs are of the same size.

ASK also sets up a daemon process on each server to interact with
the applications. Each daemon would initialize a control channel
and several data channels for aggregation tasks. These channels
persistently run in the whole lifetime of the ASK service, and would
serve multiple aggregation tasks. The data channel is between the
host and the switch, and works in a duplex transmission mode: it
can send key-value streams and receive the aggregation results. The
workflow of executing an aggregation task is depicted in Figure 4,
comprised of the following steps.
Task Setup. Applications submit aggregation tasks to ASK dae-
mons. An aggregation task has multiple senders and one receiver
on end-hosts and is initiated from the receiver (if senders decide
to start a task, they notify the receiver, which would initialize the
task, similarly to the receiver initiating it).

The receiver submits an aggregation task to its local ASK daemon
with a task ID ( 1○). The receiver-side daemon first allocates a piece
of shared memory on the host for the task (the shared memory re-
duces memory footprint to copy data between the ASK daemon and
the application) ( 2○), and then applies for a switch memory region
(range on AAs) from the switch controller ( 3○). The receiver-side
daemon notifies all sender-side daemons about the aggregation task
by the control channel ( 4○), including the task ID, the switch mem-
ory region, and the application-related context. Each sender-side
daemon passes the notification to the corresponding application via
a local message queue ( 5○). The sender application allocates a piece

pkt 3 ACK

AA 0 AA 1

pkt 2

AA 0 AA 1

pkt 1 ACK

AA 0 AA 1
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Figure 5: An aggregation example in ASK. ASK packet format
is a bitmap followed by a list of key-value tuples. 𝐴𝐴0 and
𝐴𝐴1 are two aggregator arrays. 𝑑𝑠𝑡 is ASK daemon running
on receiver host.

of the shared memory, writes the key-value data into the shared
memory ( 6○), and then notifies its local daemon that the sending
task is ready by a message of task ID and the shared memory region
( 7○).

The sender-side daemon assigns each sending task to one of its
data channels with load balancing, i.e., hash(ID) to a data channel.
Each sending task is enqueued to a data channel, and a data channel
serves multiple sending tasks in FIFO. The senders’ and receiver’s
data channels would temporarily form an aggregation hierarchy.

The sender streams the packets to the receiver with the task
ID and the destination IP address in the packet ( 8○). The ASK
switch uses the task ID to identify the aggregator memory region
and the destination IP address to route packets to the aggregation
task receiver. It then extracts the key-value tuples from the packet
and aggregates each key-value tuple individually. For a key-value
tuple, if the aggregator is available, the switch aggregates it and
marks on the packet that it has been aggregated. If the switch
aggregates all the key-value tuples within a packet, the switch
replies an acknowledgment packet (ACK) to the sender; otherwise,
it forwards this packet to the receiver. Upon receiving a data packet,
the receiver-side data channel aggregates the remaining key-value
tuples in the packet to the ID associated shared memory (allocated
in the task beginning), and replies with an ACK.
Task Teardown. When a sender’s key-value data are sent and
acknowledged, the sender-side data channel sends a FIN packet
to the receiver-side data channel. Upon receiving the FINs of all
senders, the receiver-side data channel fetches the results from
the switch AA regions, merges them with its local results ( 9○),
and notifies the receiver application about the aggregation task
completion with the shared memory address ( 12○). The receiver
application reads the aggregated results from the shared memory
( 11○). Finally, the receiver-side daemon notifies the switch controller
to deallocate the switchmemory region for other future aggregation
tasks to reuse 10○.
Example. Figure 5 shows an example of the aggregation procedure
where the switch and the receiver host receive three consecutive
packets. There are two AAs in the switch in the example. Each
packet has a two-bit bitmap and carries two key-value tuples, where
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the 𝑖𝑡ℎ bit in the bitmap indicates whether the 𝑖𝑡ℎ key-value tuple in
the packet exists. 𝑝𝑘𝑡1, 𝑝𝑘𝑡2, and 𝑝𝑘𝑡3 carry two key-value tuples;
thus, the bits in each packet’s bitmap are set. ➊ The first packet
𝑝𝑘𝑡1’s two key-value tuples (with key 𝑎 and 𝑏) are mapped indepen-
dently in the two AAs. Note that the 𝑖𝑡ℎ tuple in a packet will be
dynamically hashed to an aggregator in the 𝑖𝑡ℎ AA in the switch. As
both aggregators are available to 𝑝𝑘𝑡1, all the tuples in the packet
are aggregated in the switch and the switch replies an ACK to the
sender. The ACK packet carries the same sequence number as 𝑝𝑘𝑡1.
➋ The second packet 𝑝𝑘𝑡2 is “partially aggregated”: its key-value
tuple (𝑐, 1) reserves a new aggregator, but (𝑓 , 1) collides with (𝑏, 1)
at the aggregator in 𝐴𝐴1. When the 𝑖𝑡ℎ tuple is consumed by the
switch, the switch unsets the 𝑖𝑡ℎ bit in bitmap at the packet header.
The packet, e.g., 𝑝𝑘𝑡2, is forwarded with the new bitmap to the
destination host. The receiver host uses the bitmap in the packet
to find the remaining tuple, e.g., (𝑓 , 1) in 𝑝𝑘𝑡2, and aggregates it at
the destination node. Finally, it replies with an ACK as the whole
packet gets consumed there. ➌ The third packet 𝑝𝑘𝑡3’s two key-
value tuples (with key 𝑐 and 𝑏) are absorbed by the two AAs and
replied ACK from the switch. Note that key 𝑏 appears twice (in 𝑝𝑘𝑡1
and 𝑝𝑘𝑡3), it always belongs to the second key subspace (§3.2.2),
and is encoded to the second tuple slot in packet payload and pro-
cessed by the second AA (𝐴𝐴1). ➍ Finally, the destination node
fetches aggregated results from the switch, merges them with its
local results, and clears the switch aggregators.

3.2 Multi-key Addressing and Placement
ASK co-designs the switch memory layout and the packet con-
struction to vectorize the multi-key packet aggregation, improve
aggregator utilization, and coalesce aggregators to support variable-
length keys. We carefully divide the logic across host and switch
to avoid the single-key multiple-spot and partial matching effects ,
and maximize the switch aggregator occupancy percentage.

3.2.1 VectorizeMulti-key Packet Aggregation. In the switch, a packet
would sequentially traverse the multiple stages of the packet pro-
cessing pipeline [23], each stage with isolated and scarce SRAM
(1280KB/stage × 16 stage/pipeline × 4 pipelines in Tofino3 [4]).
SRAM are declared as register arrays in the switch program. Due to
the hardware limitation, a register (aggregator) array can only be
read/written once (§2.2.1) in one packet pass, but each stage allows
4 register arrays to be declared. Thus, ASK declares multiple regis-
ter arrays to vectorize multi-tuple aggregation. The register arrays
form a two-dimensional aggregator array (AA). All AAs are of the
same size, with each AA processing one tuple in the packet. Figure 6
shows the AA allocation on the switch memory. The first dimension
accesses an AA, and the second one accesses an aggregator.

Each aggregator has a fixed size, denoted as 2𝑛 bits, e.g., 16/32/64bits.
When storing a key-value tuple {key, val}, ASK uses bits 0 to𝑛−1
(vPart) and bits 𝑛 to 2𝑛−1 (kPart) to store val and key, respectively.
If a key is less than 𝑛 bits, ASK pads it 𝑛 bits.

An ASK packet contains the ASK header after the IP header and
the ASK payload. The payload has multiple slots with the same
number as the AAs in the switch, and each slot can carry a key-value
tuple to an AA in the switch.
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Figure 6: Switch memory layout with the aggregators. (AAs
located in the same stage work in parallel.)

The overall aggregation process is similar to prior INAworks [47,
61] for tuples whose keys fit in 𝑛 bits. To support multi-key vector-
ization, ASK adds three functions. First, the host attaches an 𝑁 -bit
bitmap (the number of keys) to the packet header, where the 𝑖𝑡ℎ

(𝑖 = 0, · · · , 𝑁 − 1) bit indicates the existence of the 𝑖𝑡ℎ key-value
tuple in the payload. Second, when the switch performs the aggre-
gation for an incoming packet, it feeds the 𝑖𝑡ℎ key-value tuple to the
𝑖𝑡ℎ AA. The example in Figure 6 shows that the tuple ("Ha", 1),
which is placed in the second slot within the packet, is indexed to
the second AA. ASK calculates the aggregator index within the AA,
i.e., ℎ𝑎𝑠ℎ(𝑘𝑒𝑦), reads the corresponding aggregator’s kPart 𝑘𝑒𝑦

′
,

and compares it with the 𝑘𝑒𝑦. The switch performs aggregation
only if 𝑘𝑒𝑦

′
is blank or 𝑘𝑒𝑦

′
= 𝑘𝑒𝑦; otherwise, the tuple’s aggrega-

tion fails, and it is forwarded to the destination host along with the
packet for further processing. Third, upon a successful aggregation,
ASK unsets the corresponding bit in bitmap to 0. If all key-value
tuples in a packet are aggregated, the switch drops the packet and
acknowledges the sender an ACK with the same sequence number
as the data packet; otherwise, the switch sends the packet with
remaining (with bit 1 in bitmap) key-value tuples to the receiver
host. This procedure also indicates that a valid key-value tuple will
be aggregated at either the host or the switch. Note that ASK is a
best-effort service, but we can guarantee aggregation correctness
(discussed in § 3.3).

3.2.2 Sender-Assisted Addressing. If a key’s multiple tuples are
placed at different slots in packets, that key will occupy multiple ag-
gregators in different AAs, which wastes aggregators. To avoid the
single-key-multiple-spot problem, ASK further devises the packet
construction at the sender. One crucial feature in key-value aggrega-
tion is that the operation is commutative, allowing us to arbitrarily
change the key aggregation order. Further, the key stream is un-
foreseeable and could be unbounded, but the switch memory is
scarce. Thus, stateful addressing schemes within the switch would
be impractical. Hence, we develop an ordered key-space partition
mechanism at the sender to classify each key to a dedicated AA
and apply runtime addressing within the AA. So that one key will
always be mapped to a single dedicated AA in the switch.

Assuming the keyspace is K, and there are 𝑁 𝐴𝐴s on the switch,
ASK partitionsK into𝑁 non-overlapping subspacesK𝑖 (𝑖 = 0, · · · , 𝑁−
1), where K =

⋃𝑁−1
𝑖=0 K𝑖 and K𝑖

⋂
K𝑗 = ∅, 𝑖 ≠ 𝑗 . A key-value tuple

{key, val} then falls into one subspace K𝑖 with a hash function F,
i.e., 𝑖 = F(𝑘𝑒𝑦)%𝑁 .
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When constructing a packet, the sender packs key-value tuples
following the key subspaces – sequentially picking a key-value
tuple from K𝑖 and placing it in the 𝑖𝑡ℎ slot in the payload. If no
key-value tuple is in K𝑖 , ASK will leave the 𝑖𝑡ℎ slot blank. The same
key across different packets is always placed at the same slot in the
payload and processed by the same AA on the switch. Note that
the hash function F(·)%𝑁 should be uniform so that keys can be
evenly distributed across subspaces.

3.2.3 Coalesced Placement for Variable-Length Keys. Practical work-
loads could contain keys whose length is beyond an aggregator’s
kPart. ASK uses multiple aggregators to store a key-value tuple,
where the key size could be variable. A naïve approach to aggregate
4∼15-byte keys under 32-bit aggregators is dividing each key into
four segments, placing them independently in their AAs based on
the hash function, performing four lookups sequentially during the
aggregation phase, and aggregating the value only if all segments
are matched. Unfortunately, this design could lead to aggregation
errors. When two long keys 𝑋1𝑋2 and 𝑌1𝑌2 reserve four aggrega-
tors in two AAs independently, a third key 𝑋1𝑌2 would be falsely
recognized as an existing key if the switch validates each of its
segments independently.

The fundamental problem of the naïve design is that the seg-
ments in one long key have an association instead of independence.
Thus, we advocate a design that coalesces multiple AAs in physi-
cally adjacent stages to store the whole long key-value tuple and
addresses the key with a “unified” index (i.e., hashing the entire
long key) in all AAs (Figure 6). After dividing a key-value tuple
(𝑘𝑒𝑦, 𝑣𝑎𝑙) into 𝑘 parts, 𝑣𝑎𝑙 is only stored in the last aggregator while
others are left blank, i.e., (𝑘𝑒𝑦, 𝑣𝑎𝑙) = {(𝑘𝑒𝑦1, 0), · · · , (𝑘𝑒𝑦𝑘 , 𝑣𝑎𝑙)}.

As an example in Figure 6, a key-value tuple ("yours", 1)
is divided into two parts {("your", 0), ("s", 1)}, and fed
to 𝐴𝐴𝑀−2 and 𝐴𝐴𝑀−1, where both AAs use the unified array in-
dex (i.e., hash("yours")). Whereas in another key "yourself",
the "your" part would reserve a different aggregator (hashing
"yourself") other than that in "yours".

ASK dedicates 𝑘 groups of AAs for variable-length keys, each
groupwith𝑚 AAs on physical adjacent stages (𝐴𝐴𝑖 to𝐴𝐴𝑖+𝑚−1, · · · ,
𝐴𝐴𝑖+(𝑘−1)𝑚 to 𝐴𝐴𝑖+𝑘𝑚−1). Each group could handle keys with the
length in the range [𝑛, 𝑛𝑚) (𝑛 is the length of the aggregator kPart).
We name these keys medium keys. Medium Keys are padded to 𝑛𝑚.
And each packet could carry 𝑘 medium keys (for the 𝑘 groups).
Note that the dedicated AAs would not process short keys, because
that would cause aggregation errors, e.g., a short key "your" could
not be aggregated by at the aggregator reserved by "yourself".

Together, the whole key space is first divided into short, medium,
and long keys. The short and medium key subspace is further
divided into subspaces as in §3.2.2. Long keyswould be collected and
sent to the receiver separately to the host receiver for processing,
bypassing the switch. The choice of𝑚 should adapt to the key size
distribution: a small𝑚 would cause more long keys without INA,
but a large𝑚 would possibly cause packet payload and AAs to be
wasted if medium keys cannot fill in the key-value tuple slots in
the packet payload. In the current implementation, we empirically
choose𝑚 to be 2 and 𝑘 to be 8, and this value is suitable for most
real-world datasets that we studied [1, 2, 16, 19].

3.3 Reliability and Correctness
Unreliable network conditions could lead to packet loss and retrans-
mission. Duplicated packet appearance should not lead to values
being aggregated again. In traditional TCP, the end-to-end reliabil-
ity mechanism would remove the duplicated packet at the receiver,
but ASK is more complicated: as a flow has three endpoints: the
sender, the switch receiver, and the host receiver, if a “partially
aggregated” packet is retransmitted, duplicated key-value tuples in
the packet should be eliminated separately at the switch and the
host receiver.

For example, a packet with two key-value tuples [(𝑎, 1), (𝑏, 1)]
is partially aggregated at the switch — (𝑎, 1) aggregated but (𝑏, 1)
not, and then lost before arriving at the host receiver. The sender
retransmits the packet to the switch. If the switch aggregates this
packet directly, (𝑎, 1) would be aggregated twice. Still, if the switch
forwards this packet directly, (𝑎, 1) would be aggregated by the
host receiver and eventually aggregated twice when both receivers’
results are merged. Either case is incorrect. The correct behavior
should be “dropping” (𝑎, 1) and carrying (𝑏, 1) to the host receiver.

A straightforward way to avoid repeated aggregation is to imple-
ment a reliability mechanism at the switch and break the end-to-end
flow into two separate reliable flows, where the switch serves as
the receiver endpoint of the sender host, and the sender endpoint
of the receiver host. Since switch memory is too scarce to record
an unbounded key-value stream, we implemented a lightweight
reliability mechanism, where the switch only maintains the per-
tuple states for a window of packets in each flow. Furthermore, the
switch only serves as the receiver endpoint, thus, the sender side
functions, e.g., retransmission and timeout, are still on the host;
and the ACK packets sent from the switch do not require any states
maintained in the switch.
Host Sender. The sender maintains a sliding window whose max-
imum size is𝑊 packets. The sender always sends packets in the
window, and ACKs would move the window forward and trigger
sending new packets. A packet is retransmitted if its ACK does not
arrive for a timeout. ASK does not use out-of-order ACKs to trig-
ger retransmission, because both the switch and the host receiver
could reply ACKs, causing out-of-order packets, which could be
misinterpreted by the sender as packet loss; instead, ASK chooses
a fined-grained timeout (100us v.s. Linux default 200ms). When
all packets of one aggregation task are sent and acknowledged,
the sender sends a FIN packet to the aggregation receiver, which
fetches the aggregation results from the switch.
Switch Receiver. The switch maintains a receive window for a
sender (data channel), which is a 2𝑊 -bit array named seen. seen is
circularly used to record each packet’s appearance in the unbound
key-value flow. There would be at most𝑊 packets in flight, and
each is indicated by one bit in seen.

𝑖𝑑𝑥 ← 𝑝𝑘𝑡 .𝑠𝑒𝑞%(2𝑊 ),
𝑜𝑏𝑠𝑒𝑟𝑣𝑒𝑑 ← 𝑠𝑤𝑖𝑡𝑐ℎ.𝑠𝑒𝑒𝑛[𝑖𝑑𝑥] . (5)

The switch uses the packet sequence number to find the bit index
in the seen bitmap and obtain the state from the seen bitmap. If a
packet appears for the first time, i.e., its bit is unset, it is recorded
and further participates in the aggregation procedure in §3.2.1;
otherwise, it is a retransmitted packet, which would skip the switch
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aggregation. In both cases, the packet’s indication bit in seen is set.

𝑠𝑤𝑖𝑡𝑐ℎ.𝑠𝑒𝑒𝑛[𝑖𝑑𝑥] ← 1. (6)

As the array is circularly used, each packet would also clear a bit
one window away for a future packet to use (at 𝑖𝑑𝑥 +𝑊 ).

𝑠𝑤𝑖𝑡𝑐ℎ.𝑠𝑒𝑒𝑛[(𝑖𝑑𝑥 +𝑊 )%(2𝑊 )] ← 0. (7)

There is a corner case where a very stale packet earlier than the
current sliding window arrives at the switch (due to some long-
time network delay), and it falsely overwrites the bit in seen. For
example, the switch currently maintains a window with sequence
number from 2𝑊 to 3𝑊 . A packet with a sequence number of𝑊
arrives at the switch, which could falsely overwrite the state of the
packet sequence 3𝑊 in seen. To resolve this issue, ASK additionally
records the current window boundary and drops packets out of
the boundary. ASK always records the maximum sequence number
observed:𝑚𝑎𝑥_𝑠𝑒𝑞 =𝑚𝑎𝑥 (𝑚𝑎𝑥_𝑠𝑒𝑞, 𝑝𝑘𝑡 .𝑠𝑒𝑞) for each packet. The
current window range is (𝑚𝑎𝑥_𝑠𝑒𝑞 −𝑊,𝑚𝑎𝑥_𝑠𝑒𝑞]. If a packet has
a sequence number smaller than or equal to𝑚𝑎𝑥_𝑠𝑒𝑞 −𝑊 , it is a
stale packet (earlier than the current window) and is dropped.

We note that (1) the array size should be at least 2𝑊 to guarantee
that the record/clearance operation is correct. Because when ob-
serving the 𝑖𝑡ℎ packet, all packets in the range [𝑖 −𝑊 + 1, 𝑖 +𝑊 − 1]
are possibly in the current window, and the cleared bit should
be out of this range (whose size is 2𝑊 − 1). (2) The receive win-
dow abstraction has a memory-compact design using the switch’s
atomic “test-and-set” instructions set_bit(b)4 and clr_bitc(b)5.
Its array size is𝑊 , saving 50% memory for seen. The design is as
follows.
A Compact seen. The array seen is designed with 𝑊 bits. The
packet sequence 0 · · · , 𝑆 − 1 is divided into segments of size𝑊 ,
i.e., for a packet with a sequence number 𝑠 , it is in the segment of
𝑞 = ⌊𝑠/𝑊 ⌋ and its offset within the segment is 𝑟 = 𝑠%𝑊 .

According to 𝑞%2, the segment can be an even segment or an odd
one. The switch would iteratively observe packets from even and
odd segments. In this design, seen uses 1/0 to denote the appearance
of a packet in an even/odd segment. The operation for a packet is
as follows.

𝑜𝑏𝑠𝑒𝑟𝑣𝑒𝑑 ←
{
𝑠𝑒𝑡_𝑏𝑖𝑡 (𝑠𝑒𝑒𝑛[𝑟 ]) if 𝑞 𝑚𝑜𝑑 2 = 0,
𝑐𝑙𝑟_𝑏𝑖𝑡𝑐 (𝑠𝑒𝑒𝑐 [𝑟 ]) if 𝑞 𝑚𝑜𝑑 2 = 1. (8)

There are four cases when a packet arrives at the switch, and all
cases correctly record the appearance and return the observation
state.

• Case 1: An even-segment packet arrives, and its bit is 0. The
operation would return 0, and set the bit.
• Case 2: An even-segment packet arrives, and its bit is 1. The
operation would return 1, and set the bit.
• Case 3: An odd-segment packet arrives, and its bit is 1. The
operation would return 0, and unset the bit.
• Case 4: An odd-segment packet arrives, and its bit is 0. The
operation would return 1, and unset the bit.

4An atomic instruction that sets the bit b and returns the previous bit value.
5An atomic instruction that unsets the bit b and returns the complement of the previous
bit value.

A single set_bit()/clr_bitc() instruction undertakes the three
functions in the original design: recording the observation, return-
ing previous record (flipped for odd-segment packets), and initializ-
ing the bit state one-window away. In returning previous record, for
the odd segment’s packets, 0 in seenmeans observed and returning
its complement flips it to 1, matching the semantic of observed.
In initializing the future bit, set_bit in an even segment would
set the bit (to 1), making it prepared for the next odd segment, and
clr_bitc in an odd segment would unset the bit (to 0), making it
prepared for the next even segment.

There are two cases if a packet is identified as a retransmitted
packet. If the packet was fully aggregated, it is dropped, and the
switch replies its ACK. If the packet was “partially aggregated”, the
switch should “drop” the aggregated key-value tuples, then forward
the packet with the remaining key-value tuples to the destination
node.

To handle the partially-aggregated packets, we record packets’
aggregation states, i.e., their bitmaps, at the end of the switch
pipeline. The states are stored in a circular array of the same size
as the window, called PktState, each array unit storing a bitmap.
Each bit in a PktState unit indicates whether a tuple in one packet
has been aggregated in the switch. When a packet is first observed
(observed = 0), the packet’s aggregation result is recorded by copying
the packet’s bitmap to the PktState as shown in Equation (9).

𝑠𝑤𝑖𝑡𝑐ℎ.𝑃𝑘𝑡𝑆𝑡𝑎𝑡𝑒 [𝑖𝑑𝑥%𝑊 ] ← 𝑝𝑘𝑡 .𝑏𝑖𝑡𝑚𝑎𝑝. (9)

When a packet is observed again (observed = 1) at the switch, the
aggregation state is written back to the packet as shown in Equa-
tion (10).

𝑝𝑘𝑡 .𝑏𝑖𝑡𝑚𝑎𝑝 ← 𝑠𝑤𝑖𝑡𝑐ℎ.𝑃𝑘𝑡𝑆𝑡𝑎𝑡𝑒 [𝑖𝑑𝑥%𝑊 ] . (10)

Thus, retransmitted partial-aggregated packets only carry valid key-
value tuples (with bit 1 in bitmap) to the host receiver for further
aggregation.
Host Receiver. The receiver host similarly maintains a receive
window to record the packet’s appearance. On the first appearance,
a packet will be processed, i.e., an unaggregated key-value tuple
in the packet is aggregated locally; on the later appearances, the
packet is dropped; in both cases, the receiver replies with an ACK
to the sender.
Bounding Switch States. The reliability mechanism requires the
switch to maintain a per-flow state, which could affect the system’s
scalability. Since all streams on the same server multiplex the ASK
data channels, the per-flow state (seen and PktState) can be asso-
ciated with each data channel. In the current implementation, the
max sliding window size is set to be 256, thus 256 + 256 × 32 bits
(1056𝐵, for seen and PktState) are needed for one data channel
on the switch. A top-of-rack (TOR) switch can spare 264KB SRAM
(out of ~15MB) to sufficiently support 64 servers.

3.4 Hot-Key Agnostic Prioritization
Key-value streams arrive at ASK online, and keys are unforeseeable.
That is, each key’s multiple appearances arrive asynchronously.
In asynchronous aggregation, key-value tuples are addressed to
aggregation in runtime in a First-Come-First-Serve (FCFS) manner;
a reversed aggregator would be held by its key in the entire lifetime
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Algorithm 1: Shadow Copy
1 Switch():
2 copy_indicator← not(copy_indicator)
3 Read(key):
4 read_part← 1 - copy_indicator
5 index← hash(key) % N + read_part * N
6 return AA[index].val
7 Write(key, val):
8 write_part← copy_indicator
9 index← hash(key) % N + write_part * N

10 key′← AA[index].key
11 if key′ == key or is_blank(key′) then
12 Aggregate {key, val} into AA[index]
13 return true /* aggregation success */
14 ˙ return false /* conflict */

of the aggregation task, because the key’s last appearance is un-
known. However, real-world key-value streams could exhibit key
distribution skewness. For example, according to Zipf’s law [44], in
all languages, the frequency of a word is inversely proportional to
its index (index starts from 1) if all words are sorted in descending
order by their frequency. If a low-frequency key, a.k.a. cold key,
reserves an aggregator during the entire aggregation task, the late-
arrived high-frequency keys, a.k.a., hot keys, could not preempt
the aggregator. As a result, the aggregators would not be utilized
to the best extent.

ASK makes a key-distribution agnostic design. It builds a shadow
copy [61] for each AA, and periodically swaps between copies in
runtime. When switching to a new copy, key-value tuples would
get a new chance to reserve the empty aggregators. Statistically
(for many rounds), hot keys would have more opportunity than
(collided) cold keys to reserve the aggregator, and the overall ag-
gregation efficiency could be improved.

For an AA with 2N aggregators, we divide it into two copies,
referring to the first N aggregators and the last N aggregators.When
the switch performs an aggregation operation on one of the copies,
the host receiver can read the intermediate results on the other
copy. The switch is modified with a copy indicator (one bit) to direct
packets to one of the two copies. As shown in Algorithm 1, when
the number of arrived packets at the host receiver reaches a tunable
threshold, the host receiver sends a swapping notification to the
switch; the switch flips the copy indicator (Switch() in line 1),
which directs packets to the new copy; the receiver further fetches
the results in the old copy and cleans up the old copy (Read() in
line 3-6). At the same time, the switch will use the new copy to
perform the aggregation operation (Write() in line 7-14).

Since PISA [23] restricts that each stage can only process one
data packet at a time, when the switch pipeline is processing a
copy-switching notification packet, there must be no other packets
reading the copy indicator, thus ensuring the Switch() operation to
be atomic. Moreover, in the runtime, Read() and Write() operate
on two physically disjoint areas, avoiding the problem of read-write
conflicts and ensuring the correctness of the final result.

4 IMPLEMENTATION
ASK consists of the aggregation function on the switch, and the
network stack and service framework on hosts. The ASK switch
aggregation function is implemented in P4 [22] with ~5000 lines of
code, and the ASK network stack and service framework on hosts
are implemented in DPDK [3] with ~4500 lines of C code. There
are 32 AAs per pipeline, and each AA has 32768 aggregators. The
switch’s multiple pipelines can be used independently or chained
together to form a longer pipeline. Thus, one packet can pack 32
8-byte key-value tuples using one pipeline or up to 128 8-byte key-
value tuples if chaining pipelines. On the host, ASK daemon is
implemented as a DPDK process with a thread pool. ASK uses one
thread as the control channel and binds each data channel to one
remaining thread in the pool.

The application interacts with ASK through a plugin. This plugin
can convert data formats between the application and ASK. We
build plugins for Spark and BytePS. The Spark [14] plugin has ~1800
lines of JAVA code, and the BytePS [6] plugin has ~500 lines of C++
code.

5 EVALUATION
In this section, we show ASK’s good properties in supporting key-
value stream aggregation.
• ASK effectively supports real-world and artificial key-value
stream aggregation, and the performance gain is from both
traffic reduction and computation offload (§5.2).
• The design choices of multi-key vectorization and hot-key
prioritization effectively improve the system performance
(§5.3 and §5.4).
• ASK accelerates the big data system (§5.5) and is backward
compatible with value stream aggregation systems like dis-
tributed training (§5.6).

5.1 Experiment Settings
Cluster Setup. We conduct the experiment using one 32-port
Tofino [5] switch and nine servers. Each server runs Ubuntu 18.04
(kernel 4.15.0-20) and has 56 Xeon𝑅 Gold 5120T cores, 192GB RAM,
19TB disk, and one NVIDIA GeForce RTX 2080Ti GPU with driver
version 430.34 and CUDA 10.0, and is connected to one of the switch
port with a 100Gbps ConnectX-5 NIC [10].
Baselines. We evaluate ASK6 in benchmarks, a big data system,
and distributed training. (1) In benchmarking, we compare ASK
with a host-only aggregation solution (PreAggr) 7 to demonstrate
ASK can reduce CPU overhead while speeding up the key-value
stream aggregation. (2) In big data system, the baseline is the
vanilla Spark [68], Spark with RDMA for network IO acceleration
(SparkRDMA [11]), and Spark with shared memory (SparkSHM8)
which writes intermediate data on shared memory to exclude disk
IO overhead. (3) In distributed training, we compare ASK with
ATP [47] and SwitchML [61] to show that ASK can seamlessly sup-
port value stream aggregation, and have similar performance with
6By default, 4 ASK Data Channels are configured on each host.
7PreAggr: Instead of aggregating all key-value tuples at the receiver, each sender will
aggregate key-value tuples by sorting them by key first and then merging neighboring
tuples with the same key [14] (aka pre-aggregation).
8SparkSHM only use ASK for data transmission but does not perform INA, which
excludes the influence of ASK’s engineering optimization.
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Figure 7: Comparison of ASK (1/2/4 Data Channels (dCh))
and end host based solution.

single-key INA systems. (4) Finally, we compare ASK with pure
network transmission (denoted as NoAggr) to study the system
overhead, scalability, and tradeoff, explore how small packet size
impacts the aggregation throughput, and give an analysis of ASK’s
scalability.
Datasets. When benchmarking the big data system, we use traces
from production, including yelp [19], NG [2], BAC [16], and LMDB [55].
We also generate artificial traces such as uniform distribution and
Zipf distribution [44] to understand the effectiveness of hot-key ag-
nostic prioritization. In distributed training, we use popular models
(ResNet50/101/152 and VGG11/16/19) with ImageNet [36, 63].
Metrics. We measure following metrics to compare different solu-
tions’ performance and overhead: (1) Job Completion time (JCT),
a job’s (multiple aggregation tasks) total execution time; (2) through-
put/goodput of each host; (3) the training throughput (image/second)
of image classification tasks in distributed training, and (4) CPU
utilization.

5.2 In-Network Aggregation Benchmark
5.2.1 Computation Offload. Like other INA solutions, ASK offloads
computation from hosts to the switch, which can reduce CPU over-
head significantly while speeding up the performance. We show the
computation offload in a MapReduce [30] job by comparing ASK
with the host-only solution “PreAggr”. We use only one sending
host whose bandwidth equals the receiver’s, excluding the network
bottleneck’s impact. In this experiment, we start the same number
ofmap threads (mapper) and reduce threads (reducer) on the sending
host and receiving host, respectively. Among them, the map thread
is used to generate key-value streams, and the reduce thread is used
to aggregate key-value tuples. In all experiments, the total data vol-
ume (key-value tuples) is fixed and follows a uniform distribution.
The number of mapper/reducer threads is tunable.

Figure 7 shows that ASK consistently outperforms PreAggr in
terms of JCT but consumes much fewer CPU cycles. In PreAggr,
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put and Non-blank key-value tuples per packet.

Table 1: Traffic reduction on different datasets. The traf-
fic reduction is defined as 𝑎𝑔𝑔𝑟𝑒𝑔𝑎𝑡𝑒𝑑 𝑡𝑢𝑝𝑙𝑒𝑠

𝑖𝑛𝑐𝑜𝑚𝑖𝑛𝑔 𝑡𝑢𝑝𝑙𝑒𝑠
(first line) and

𝑎𝑔𝑔𝑟𝑒𝑔𝑎𝑡𝑒𝑑 𝑝𝑎𝑐𝑘𝑒𝑡𝑠

𝑡𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙 𝑝𝑎𝑐𝑘𝑒𝑡𝑠
(second line), respectively.

Dataset yelp NG BAC LMDB
Aggregated key-value tuples (%) 92.18 85.73 94.32 91.49

Switch ACKed Packets (%) 72.01 84.35 90.36 88.59

mappers’ local aggregation reduces data volume significantly, from
51.2GB raw data to 256MB intermediate results, and the network
transmission time is negligible. ASK achieves a JCT of about 16
seconds with 1 data channel, and a minimum JCT of about 6 sec-
onds with 4 data channels; PreAggr spends 111.20s/33.22s with
8/32 threads. Because ASK consumes CPU only for packet IO
(1.78%/3.57%/7.14% CPU for 1/2/4 data channels) but PreAggr con-
sumes CPU for both computation and IO (14.3% for 8 threads, and
100% at the peak for 56 threads).

5.2.2 Traffic Reduction in Real-World Traces. In data-intensive sce-
narios such as big data or distributed training, a large amount of
traffic will put a huge burden on the network and affect the perfor-
mance of other tasks. Reducing network traffic is crucial to allevi-
ating network congestion and improving application performance.
ASK can significantly reduce network traffic by aggregating traffic
on TOR and actively discards the aggregated packets to prevent
them from entering the network further and causing congestion.
We repeat the experiment above with production datasets and count
the ratio of key-value tuples/packets aggregated by the switch. As
shown in Table 1, the switch can aggregate 85.73% ∼ 94.32% key-
value tuples and absorb 72.01% ∼ 90.36% network traffic.

5.3 Effectiveness of Multi-key Vectorization
The multi-key design can effectively improve the goodput. Assum-
ing one packet contains 𝑥 8-byte key-value tuples and the overhead
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Figure 9: Key-value tuples aggregated by the switch
with/without agnostic prioritization, varying with the ratio
of the total number of aggregators to the number of distinct
keys in the aggregation task.

of sending a packet is 78 bytes9. In the 100Gbps network, the ideal
goodput will be 8𝑥

8𝑥+78 × 100𝐺𝑏𝑝𝑠 . We conduct data transfer ex-
periments between two servers and vary the number of key-value
tuples per packet from 1 to 64, then measure the actual goodput.
Figure 8(a) compares the results of ASK with the theoretical ideal
goodput. When the key-value tuples per packet do not exceed 32,
the goodput increases almost linearly with the packet size. In this
range, ASK’s throughput is bounded by the PPS on the host. The
small glitches (at 18 and 26 on the X-axis) out of the linearity are
caused by the overhead of transferring a packet from the memory
to the NIC via PCIe10. When the tuples per packet exceed 32, the
experiment result matches the theoretical value.

ASK’s key space partition to construct multi-key packets could
cause some tuple slots in the packet to be blank when packing
keys in a key-skewed dataset. Figure 8(b) measures the cumulative
distribution of the number of non-blank (valid) key-value tuples
contained in packets constructed from different datasets. Ideally,
when the key distribution is uniform (line Uniform), there is no
blank tuple in almost every packet. Real-world traces show a bit
worse efficiency, but the worst traces (yelp [19]) still contains aver-
age 16.91 valid key-value tuples per packet, better than previous
works [41, 47, 64] which only support one key per packet.

5.4 Effectiveness of Key Agnostic Prioritization
We show that the key agnostic prioritization in ASK can improve
aggregator utilization, i.e., aggregating more hot keys with fewer
aggregators. We generate two datasets from uniform distribution

978 = 12 (Inter-Packet Gap) + 7 (Preamble) + 1 (Start Frame Delimiter) + 14 (Ethernet
Header) + 20 (IP Header) + 20 (ASK Header) + 4 (CRC).
10The Transaction Layer Packet (TLP [13]) transferred from the memory to NIC needs
to start from PCIe lane0 (16 lanes in total) and at an even cycle of the CPU clock, and
each TLP has at least 24 bytes overhead on the PCIe.
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Figure 10: A comparison of ASK and Spark in terms of job
completion time.

and Zipf distribution (§3.4) [44], respectively. The Zipf distribu-
tion has a skewed key distribution, which holds for all natural
languages [57] and even artificial systems [59]. In the experiment,
the Zipf dataset means that hot keys appear in the front and the
cold keys appear in the rear in the key-value stream; Zipf (reverse)
dataset reverses the key appearance order, making cold keys in the
front and hot keys in the rear; in Uniform dataset, all keys have
the same frequency (no hot and cold keys). We fix the number of
distinct keys to 216 (each dataset contains about 108 keys), and vary
the number of aggregators from 24 to 216.

Figure 9(a) shows that switch aggregators are underutilized with-
out key-agnostic prioritization. Because an aggregator could be
occupied by a cold key (never appearing in the future), it will not
be released until the end of the aggregation task. Increasing the
number of aggregators, allowing more keys to be held in the switch,
could increase the switch aggregation ratio. Making the hot keys
appear early and occupy the aggregator, could also increase that
ratio — ASK performs better on Zipf than Zipf (reverse). Both meth-
ods do not always apply — for the former, the switch momory
could be scarce and limited; for the latter, key-value streams could
be unforeseeable without being sortable by frequency ahead of
sending.

Figure 9(b) shows that key-agnostic prioritization significantly
improves the aggregator utilization, avoiding a cold key occupying
the aggregator for the entire task. We can use much fewer aggre-
gators than distinct keys to complete the aggregation of almost all
key-value tuples, e.g., the aggregator-to-distinct-key ratio of 1/16,
achieving 95.85% on-switch aggregation.

5.5 Effectiveness in Data Analytic Systems
We measure the ASK’s synthetic performance acceleration to the
Big Data system. We run WordCount in HiBench’s SparkBench [7].
In the experiments, we set up 3 machines, each with 32 mappers (a
map task in Spark [68]) and 32 reducers (a reduce task in Spark);
each mapper has 218 distinct keys. We randomly generate 5 × 107,
10 × 107, 15 × 107 and 20 × 107 key-value tuples per mapper. The
baselines are Spark, SparkSHM, and SparkRDMA (§5.1 baselines).
Figure 10 shows the results, and we get the following observations.

First, SparkRDMA and SparkSHM do not provide significant per-
formance gain to Spark. Because after pre-aggregation in mappers,
the intermediate results’ volume is very small. Thus, improving the
network throughput and disk I/O cannot obviously improve the
overall JCT for aggregation jobs.
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Figure 11: A comparison of ASK and Spark in terms of task
completion time.

Second, ASK outperforms all other baselines in terms of JCT. Its
JCT can be reduced by 67.3% to 75.1% compared with other base-
lines in all settings. The performance gain is from the computation
offload. The aggregation is performed on the switch at the line
rate instead of the CPU. Figure 11 shows the task completion time
(TCT) of mappers and reducers, further validating the reason for
the performance gain. In Spark with ASK, the mappers’ TCT is
significantly shorter than other baselines (mean 1.67s v.s. 15.89s-
17.67s in the other three), because ASK’s mappers do not use CPU
for aggregation. ASK reducers have a longer TCT because some
mappers are co-located with the reducer on the same machine, and
these mappers’ data needs to be aggregated by the local reducers.
The mapper TCT decrement is more significant than the reducer
TCT increment, so the overall JCT is reduced.

5.6 Extend to Deep Learning Systems
ASK can also cover the special case of value stream aggregation and
be compatible with distributed training. We implement a parame-
ter server system for distributed training by integrating ASK with
BytePS [39]. We compare ASK with existing INA-based distributed
training frameworks ATP [47] and SwitchML [61] on model train-
ing, and measure the training speed (image/second).

Figure 12 shows that ASK, ATP, and SwitchML have similar per-
formance because they all use the switch to accelerate the gradient
aggregation process. ASK and ATP slightly outperform SwitchML
on some models because SwitchML’s small packet size cannot fully
utilize the network bandwidth.

5.7 Overhead and Scalability
We compare ASK with pure network transmission to study its
bandwidth overhead and analyze the tradeoff between overhead, ef-
ficiency, and scalability. Compared with pure network transmission,
ASK packets introduce overhead to bandwidth efficiency, and we
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Figure 12: Single job throughput in distributed training.

argue that the overhead is acceptable compared with the significant
computation acceleration and excellent scalability.

5.7.1 Bandwidth Overhead. With one pipeline, the hardware limi-
tation restricts the number of AAs to be 32 and the packet payload to
be 256Bytes. Figure 13(a) shows the aggregation throughput when
there are only one sending host and one receiving host. “NoAggr”
transmits packets with DPDK and 1500 bytes MTU. We tune the
number of data channels. Overall, both ASK and NoAggr can sat-
urate the NIC bandwidth, but the goodput of NoAggr and ASK
is 91.75Gbps v.s. 73.96Gbps; and NoAggr saturates the bandwidth
with 2 cores while ASK with 4 ones.

5.7.2 Scalability. ASK’s processing speed could linearly scale with
the number of senders, which significantly outperforms host-only
solutions. We use one host as the receiver, tune the number of send-
ing hosts, and show the average sender throughput in Figure 13(b).
ASK’s average throughput stays constant even with more servers
because most of the traffic is directly aggregated and acknowledged
by the switch, eliminating the bottleneck at the receiving host. But
the average throughput in NoAggr is inversely proportional to the
number of sending hosts (e.g., 11.88Gbps for 8 servers), where the
receiving host’s link becomes the bottleneck.

We argue that ASK’s bandwidth overhead is acceptable consid-
ering its benefits. (1) The CPU cycles saved by computation offload
are much larger than the ones cost in sending small packets (see
Figure 3); (2) ASK shows excellent scalability, which is critical for
distributed systems. (3) If the switch can spare more port band-
width to chain pipelines and recirculate packets, the goodput can
be further promoted (e.g., 4 pipelines achieving ~90Gbps/host).

6 RELATEDWORK
INA has been deeply explored in distributed machine learning. Un-
der some circumstances, the network would be the bottleneck in
communication-intensive models [54]. ATP [47], SwitchML [61],
SHARP [33], NetReduce [52], iSwitch [51], NVIDIA’s accelerator
centric network [43], and PANAMA [32] propose to apply INA to ac-
celerate the gradient aggregation in distributed training. Flare [28]
proposes a RISC-V-based switch module to aggregate vectors. The
INA solutions above target value stream aggregation. Some other
works deploy middleboxes [56] or high-performance dedicated
servers [27, 50] other than switches to achieve in-network aggre-
gation in specific scenarios, such as wireless communication and
MapReduce. ASK is the first on-switch, generic, vectorized, reliable,
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Figure 13: Aggregation throughput. The filled bar represents
the goodput, and the empty bar represents bandwidth over-
head consumed by the packet header, crc, etc.

and hot-key prioritized key-value aggregation service for diverse
applications.

Key-value stream aggregation can also be accelerated by speed-
ing up the network transmission, e.g., using the high-speed network
(SparkRDMA [11]), or compressing traffic (OmniReduce [31]). ASK
is complementary with these methods. Programmable switches
can also accelerate operations other than aggregation, e.g., storage
(NetCache [41] and DistCache [53]), replication (NetChain [40], Hy-
perLoop [42] and Harmonia [70]), load balancing (AppSwitch [26]),
and filter (Cheetah [64], FPISA [67], and NetAccel [48]), and ASK
can work together with these operators in system building.

Trio [66] is a new type of programmable switch that adopts
the run-to-completion architecture instead of the pipeline. Trio in-
creases the memory available to the data plane of the programmable
switch from 𝑂 (10𝑀𝐵) to 𝑂 (1𝐺𝐵) while reducing restrictions on
memory access and increasing programmability at the cost of pro-
cessing speed. The design of ASK can be very well adapted to this
architecture. With Trio, the shadow copy mechanism and variable-
length key processing of ASK can be further improved to support
more jobs.

7 DISCUSSION
Deployment in Mutli-rack networks.When ASK is extended to
the hierarchical aggregation, the senders are leaf nodes, the receiver
is the root, and switches are the intermediate nodes. However, each
switchmustmaintain the states for all data channels of its leaf nodes,
where states could explode. To avoid state explosion, ASK could
be deployed on TOR switches, providing a best-effort service only
to hosts within one rack. And cross-rack traffic would bypass the

receiver TOR switch and proceed to the receiver host for eventual
aggregation.
CongestionControl.Whenmultiple jobs coexist in the cluster and
contend for bandwidth, a congestion control mechanism is needed
for the jobs to share and saturate the bandwidth. ASK is compatible
with existing ECN-based and loss-based INA congestion control
mechanisms, e.g., ATP [47] and PANAMA [32]. When applying a
congestion control mechanism, the congestion window should not
exceed the maximum window defined in the reliability mechanism
(§3.3), protecting the switch receive window from malfunctioning.
Multi-Tenancy. ASK supports multi-tenancy. When there are ag-
gregation tasks from multiple tenants, these tasks need to encode
the tenant ID into the task ID. Then the ASK daemon would isolate
these tasks on the host, and ASK switch controller would isolate
these tasks’ memory regions in the switch.
Whether there is an alternative design of the Shadow Copy
Mechanism. The shadow copy mechanism aims to process more
hot keys in the limited switch memory. A seemingly obvious ap-
proach is to manage the AAs as set associative with a replacement
policy such as LRU. However, this approach cannot be simply im-
plemented on the programmable switch. In an “unreliable” network,
the action of “evicting cold items to the receiver” (making space
for hot items) requires the switch to make Active Repeat Request
(ARQ) until the eviction succeeds (identified by a receiver-to-switch
acknowledgement), but the switch programming language does not
natively support repeat requests, and it is not practical to suspend
packet processing for the trial-and-error eviction operation.

Actually, the two copies in the ASK shadow copy mechanism
form an AA set as mentioned in the approach above. ASKmakes the
receiver periodically initiate the “eviction and replacement”, which
is triggered by the statistics on the receiver. And implementing
ARQ (i.e., reliable Read() in §3.4) for eviction is more feasible on
the receiver host than the switch.

8 CONCLUSION
In-network computing provides a novel architecture for improving
the performance of distributed systems. Although in-network com-
puting has demonstrated its potential in distributed training, there
is still a lack of sound system design to support a broader range
of aggregation jobs. ASK is the first switch-host co-designed sys-
tem that provides key-value stream aggregation service to diverse
applications simultaneously, which can accelerate applications’ per-
formance by reducing traffic volume and offloading computation.
ASK overcomes challenges of vectorizing multi-key by key ad-
dressing and placement, correctness guarantee by a lightweight
reliability mechanism, and utilizing switch memory to a better ex-
tent by hot-key agnostic prioritization. The evaluation shows that
ASK could significantly accelerate key-value stream aggregation
and applications such as big data and distributed training.
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